Sports Books
The boy who saved baseball

One-handed catch

The fate of a small California town rests
on the outcome of one baseball game,
and Tom Gallagher hopes to lead his
team to victory with the secrets of the
now-disgraced player, Dante Del Gato

After losing his hand in an accident at
the family store, eleven-year-old Norm
must find a way to cope with the
tragedy and overcome his disability in
order to completely live the life of his
dreams.

Sugar and ice

Roller girl

Skating on a frozen pond on her family's
maple farm, Claire is offered a chance
by a professional skating coach to train
with an elite team of skaters at Lake
Placid, where she finds herself
surrounded by cruelly competitive girls
who make her doubt her potential
succeed.

Astrid discovers roller derby right as
she and her best friend Nicole are
growing apart

by John H. Ritter

by Victoria Jamieson

by Kate Messner

to

by Mary Jane Auch

Babe & me : a baseball card
adventure

Planet Middle School

by Dan Gutman

by Nikki Grimes

Having enjoyed an uncomplicated life
of friendship and basketball throughout
her first 12 years, Joylin Johnson finds
everything changing when her friends
begin to form crushes and romantic
relationships, in a story told through a
series of short poems.

The hero two doors down : based
on the true story of friendship
between a boy and a baseball
legend
by Sharon Robinson

A tale based on a true story follows the
experiences of a young Jewish boy in
Brooklyn who befriends new neighbor
and baseball icon Jackie Robinson
before a well-intentioned mistake helps bridge disparate
religious and cultural gaps

With their ability to travel through time
using vintage baseball cards, Joe and
his father have the opportunity to find
out whether Babe Ruth really did call
his shot when he hit that home run in
the third game of the 1932 World
Series against the Chicago Cubs.

Heat

by Mike Lupica
Pitching prodigy Michael Arroyo is on
the run from social services after being
banned from playing Little League
baseball because rival coaches doubt
he is only twelve years old and he has
no parents to offer them proof.

The million dollar goal
by Dan Gutman

When their father gets the family tickets
to a hockey game, twins Dawn and
Dusk are even more excited when they
hear about the million dollar goal
contest that will be held during the
game.
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